
APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG STORAGE TECHNIQUES FOR HYBRID COMPUTATION 

ABSTRACT: A discussion of analog storage techniques is presented. 
The general requirements, including a description of available de
vices, a summary of techniques for their use, and some applications 
susceptible to solution with analog storage, are treated as a unified 
whole. Of primary concern will be point storage, with standard 
integrator amplifiers utilizing normal mode control relays--the 
so-called' 'track-hold" storage devices with high-speed electronic 
mode switches--and, to a smaller extent, capacitor storage and 
mechanical switching type devices. The use of this equipment for 
performing the functions of switching, storage, counting, and gating 
at normal and high solution speeds will be discussed from the point 
of view of both operational requirements and applications for real 
time, repetitive, and sequential calculations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of point storage or "sample and hold" 
for the solution of problems on the analog computer 
is not new to the field. In the early fifties, a good 
deal of study was devoted to the storage require
ments for solution of partial differential equations 
(1), and, since that time, a number of analog prob
lems have required and have been solved by the use 
of storage devices (2 , 3, 4, 5). In general, these 
have been specific applications requiring specific 
equipment for solution. As the range of storage-type 
applications broadens, it seems advantageous to 
present the subject of analog storage as a separate 
and unified whole. 

In the past, analog storage has been accomplished 
primarily through the use of electrical capacitors, 
either as passive network devices without ampli
fiers (e.g. , SAD SAC computer (6)), or with the 
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standard analog computer integrator amplifier. In 
some cases, it has been desirable to digitize the 
information and store it by means of magnetic 
tape, core, or drum, such as in the SIMULAG Unit 
produced by Electronic Associates. The choice of 
a storage device will obviously depend upon the 
particular application, the number of pOints that 
must be stored, the speed of solution, and the eco
nomics governing available equipment. For a few 
points, amplifier storage on a "track-hold" inte
grator in a normal general purpose analog computer 
proves to be the simplest to implement. Whether one 
amplifier per point is expensive or not will depend 
upon the size of the computer available. When a 
number of points (several functions , for example) 
must be stored, it may be necessary to use banks 
of capacitors and mechanical switching. When 
several hundred points must be stored, digital 
means such as the Serial Memories in the EAI 
HYDAC* Computers, must be utilized. 
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SECTION I: GENERAL REQUIREMENTS OF ANALOG STORAGE 

I-a: Storage Controlled by Computer Mode. In the 
solution of problems covering a number of decades 
of change for an important variable, it is some
times necessary after an initial operate time, to 
place the entire computer in the HOLD mode, re
scale the problem, and then continue the solution 
by returning the entire computer to the OPERATE 
mode. Thus, the entire computer is made to per
form as a storage device. It "tracks" or follows 
the calculated variables during the initial operate 
time, "stores" the last calculated values of the 
variables while the computer is in the HOLD mode, 
and then uses the stored values for completion of 
the solution during the second operate interval. 
Somewhat the same technique is used for sequential 
calculations, such as in the design calculations for 
component compositions in a distillation column 
(EXAMPLE II). In this case, rebalance circuits are 
used to solve the column steady- state equations 
for selected input conditions, with one or more of 
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the variables being stored at the conclusion of the 
operate cycle. These stored values are then used 
as inputs to the same rebalance circuits to generate 
a solution for the next plate in the column. This 
general technique of equipment sharing allows the 
same computer components to be used in a sequen
tial manner until the problem is completed. 

In both of these problem examples, storage ampli
fiers were controlled, i.e. changed, from track-to
store or store-to-track, directly from the computer 
mode control busses. Thus, by definition, a "stor
age" amplifier stores during the time that the 
computer is in the OPERATE mode; a "tracking" 
amplifier tracks during the time that the computer 
is in the OPERATE mode. Typical behavior for 
this type of operation is shown in Figure l(a) for a 
tracking amplifier, and in Figure 1 (b) for a stor
age amplifier. 
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Figure 1: Computer-Mode-Controlled Storage. During the operate cycle the tracking amplifier follows a 
varying voltage, f(t), that is generated in the computer; the storage amplifier simultaneously holds a con
stant value of voltage from the previous cycle. At the conclusion of the operate cycle, when the computer 
is placed in the HOLD mode, the tracking amplifier immediately stores the last value of f(t). At the 
same time, the storage amplifier becomes operative and tracks to the value of voltage at its input. Since 
this voltage is most often a constant, the storage amplifier is shown in Ib as reaching and staying at this 
value during the hold time. Placing the computer in Ie mode has no effect on the operation of the ampli
fiers. When the computer is again placed in OPERATE, the storage amplifier stores the constant it has 
picked up, and the tracking amplifier begins following f(t) again. There is a short lag before the tracking 
amplifier can reach the value of f(t) depending on the difference between the initial and final values of 
the function. 

I-b: Comparator-Controlled Storage. The second 
type of storage amplifier required is one that 
changes from track-to-store or store-to-track 
during an operate cycle, being controlled by a 
comparator or another decision device rather than 
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by computer mode. Data-fitting problems and 
curve-storage problems are typical examples of 
this use of storage. The behavior of a comparator
controlled t r ac k-s tor e un i t is shown in Fig
ure 2. 
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Figure 2: Comparator-Controlled Storage. At the 
beginning of the operate cycle, the control or deci
sion device compares t (generated as a ramp func
tion) with t1 and puts the track-store amplifier into 
the track mode. The output is, therefore, the tracked 
value of the function f(t), shown as Curve A. When 
t =t1, a control signal from the deci sion device re
verses the mode of the track-store amplifier and it 
holds the value of f(t) at t 1. This value is held dur
ing the remainder of the operate time (Curve B) and 
during the hold time (Curve C). If the computer is 
placed in IC at this point, two possible methods of 
operation ari se from the fact that the amp I i fi er 
generating the time ramp must reset to zero in prep
aration for the next operate cycle; 1) the time ramp 
is reset and, as soon as t becomes less than t1, the 
storage amplifier returns to the track mode and im
mediately picks up the I.e. of f(t) as shown by the 
dotted Curve D, or 2) a latch voltage is applied to 
the decision device after the initial operate time. 
This latch controls the track-store amplifier unit 
during both the hold and reset periods, and drops 
to zero when the computer is agai n pi aced in the 
OP ERA TE mode. Curve E shows a latched track
store output and Curve F shows the short lag period 
when the tracking amplifier is picking up the func
tion again. Curve Gis the tracked value of f(t) 
duri ng cycl e 2. 

The comparator-controlled track-store unit can 
operate in either mode at any time, depending on 
the control device signal. Thus, a complementary 
"store-track" unit could be used which would 
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operate from the same decision device as that for 
Figure 2, but which would store when t :::; t i . The 
use of such a complementary storage unit will be
come more obvious shortly. 

I-c: Track-Store Combined Memory. The series 
connection of a tracking unit feeding a storage unit 
is one of the most useful combinations of storage 
devices. In high- speed repetitive operation, it is a 
virtual necessity if a stored quantity is to be used 
in the system calculations. Operation of track-store 
combinations in series will allow use of a stored 
value from several cycles back. This is demon
strated in Figure 3 where f(t) is the function being 
tracked in the nth cycle, f{t)n_1 is the stored value 
from the previous cycle, f(t>n-2 from 2 cycles 
back, etc. 

I-d: Counting Circuits: One of the obvious require
ments for iterative or sequential operation is a 
counting circuit. Not only does this provide aknowl
edge of the operation or solution at its various 
points, but it also acts as a logic device, triggering 
comparators to change circuitry and allowing re
cycle after the correct number of iterations. For 
example, in a distillation calculation according to 
the McCabe-Thiele method, the circuit must be 
changed at the feed plate to generate a new operat
ing line for the stripping section. This is accom
plished by having a counting circuit which keeps 
count of every plate as the calculation is made, and 
changes the circuitry automatically when the feed 
plate is passed, The same counter would be used 
to determine the last plate in the column, and to 
either stop the computer or repeat the calculation 
from the first plate. 

In most of the problems involving serial-type analog 
solution, a counting circuit of some type will usually 
be found to be necessary, 

f(t)n-I f(t)n-2 -- TRACK2 ----. STORE2 

Figure 3: Series Connection of Track-Store Units. All units operate under computer mode control. Dur
ing the operate cycle, the storage amplifiers remain constant and feed their values, f(t) -1 and f(t) -2' 
into the syst,em. The first tracking amplifier follows f(t)n and the second f(t)n_l' At th~ conclusio~ of 
the operate time, the modes reverse on the track-store units and information is passed forward regarding 
cycle nand n-1. Upon returning to operate and cycle n+1, the two storage amplifiers again become con
stant with the proper values from the last two runs. 
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1-e: Curve Storage and Interpolation. For the 
serial solution of partial differential equations on 
the analog computer, one or more entire solution 
curves must be stored and fed back into the com
putation during the following computing cycle. The 
need for accurate curve storage in these problems 
is essential since, for many systems, any error in 
the stored curve will become a slightly larger error 
in the new curve being generated. The amplification 
of error will cause the solution either to arrive at 
a constant but stable error, or to diverge from its 
correct value with each additional cycle in the com
putation. Since the combination of preCision, high 
speed, and continuous curve storage is not available, 
the problem is resolved by the use of multiple point 
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storage and subsequent interpolation. But thisprac
tical approach necessarily imposes limitations on 
the computation. 

To obtain an accurate solution to a problem involv
ing curve storag.e, a multitude of points must be 
used along with an adequate, and sometimes elegant, 
method of interpolation. Sample-hold storage under 
such circumstances becomes extremely expensive 
in term s of amplifier requirements. On the other 
hand, approximate curve storage limits the number 
of steps in a serial computation to the point where 
parallel computation may be more feasible. These 
limitations on available curve storage techniques 
must be taken into consideration when preparing a 
serial computation for the analog computer. 



SECTION II: REAL TIME EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES 

II-a: General. The equipment required to perform 
each of the storage functions listed in Section I 
differs somewhat depending upon the solution speeds 
utilized. The availability of the mode relays on each 
integrator amplifier allows individual amplifier 
control in real-time operation. This, and the fact 
that mechanical relay comparators may be used, 
somewhat reduces the equipment requirement from 
that necessary in high-speed operation. However, 
the advantages that are gained by using high- speed 
operation, where possible, far outweigh the equip
ment differential in most cases. The following 
discussion is, therefore, intended for those situa
tions in which real-time storage is required (or is 
combined with high-speed operations to obtain 
multiple-speed operation), or where high-speed 
equipment is not available. 

II-b: Review of Real-Time Integrator Operation. 
Implementing storage with real-time equipment 
implies proper use of the relays associated with 
each integrating amplifier. By way of review, Fig
ure 4 shows the operation of the mode control relays 
on a 231R integrator. The relay contacts in Figure 
4a are shown in the so-called "normal" (deactivated 
coil) position. These relays operate on a pulse
decay system in which a + 90 volt pulse decays to 
21 volts for activating the coil, and a zero pulse 
rises to 21 volts for deactivating the coil. The 21 
volt holding voltage keeps the relay in either posi
tion following the pulse and is used to speed up 
relay throw-time and cut down transient effects. 
The circuits shown in Figures 5 and 6 illustrate 
two methods for control of individual integrator 
modes. These pulse generating circuits are easy 
to assemble and, with variations, will satisfy a 
variety of control requirements. 

II-c: Computer-Mode Controlled. Representative 
circuits are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The real
time tracking memory circuit shown in Figure 7a 
consists of a high-gain lag-Circuit around a normal 
integrator (the IC relay must be disabled to allow 
the integrator to store when the computer is in the 
IC mode). This circuit will track an input voltage 
within about 50 milliseconds. If input frequencies 
are higher, a 0.01 microfarad capacitor can be 
used to speed up the tracking. An alternate circuit 
for high-speed tracking is shown in Figure 7b. This 
circuit will track an input within about 15 millisec
onds. Control is obtained (IC relay deactivated) 
with a pulse circuit from a control voltage, t, 
switched when the computer is placed in the IC 
mode. 
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Figure 4: 231R Amplifier Schematic, Operation and 
Relay Terminations. (a) Amplifier Schematic; (b) 
Mode Relay Operation; (c) Relay Termination s. 
(Relays shown in Normal or deactivated position.) 

The storage memory (Figure 8) consists of an in
put to the IC of a normal integrator and the con
nection of the hold bus to the IC coil. When the 
computer is in operate, this amplifier will store 
because there are no inputs to change its value. 
When the computer is in the HOLD or Ie mode, the 
amplifier tracks the voltage at the initial condition 
input. 

II-d: Comparator-Controlled Real Time Memory. 
The circuit for real-time memory under compara
tor control (Figure 9) takes the same form as that 
shown in Figure 7b for the mode-controlled mem
ory. Here, the control voltage, t, is generated in 
the problem solution. The pulse circuit is arranged 
so that for tracking operation, the IC relay is acti-
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Figure 5: Mode Relay Pulse Generating Circuit. Note 1: Placing integrators into HOLD from OPERATE. 
Note 2: Placing Integrators into OPERATE from HOLD. The number of integrators that can be switched 
is limited to eight when the HD6008 patch cord diode is used. 
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Figure 6: Mode Relay Pulse Circuit. An RC time constant of 10-2 seconds and 1 microfarad of capaci
tance will provide sufficient current to quickly throw the relays for a single amplifier. For example, four 
relay coils would require a pulse circuit consisting of a 4 microfarad capacitor and a 2500 ohm resistor. 
These values are approximate and substitutions easi Iy made. 
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Figure 7: Real-Time Tracking Amplifier Controlled 
by Computer Mode. (a) High-Gain Lag-Circuit; (b) 
Fast "Reset" Circuit. 

-'STORED 

Figure 8: Real- Time Storage Amplifier Controlled 
by Computer Mode. 

vated by a + 90 volt pulse followed by a + 21 volt 
holding voltage. Storage operation (IC relaydeacti
vated) is obtained by interrupting the + 21 volt hold
ing voltage for a period of approximately 20 milli
seconds. 

PULSE 
CONTROL 
CIRCUIT 

t (FUNCTION OF 
PROBLEM VARIABLE) 

Figure 9: Real- Time Memory Amplifier Controlled 
by Comparator. 

A logic circuit that can be used in place of the 
comparator is the so-·called "bang-bang amplifier, 
a high-gain, feedback-limited amplifier as shown 
in Figure 10. A basic limitation is that one bang
bang amplifier can only supply enough current to 
drive two relay coils, whereas the voltage-pulse 
circuits can drive a larger number of coils. 

II-e: Track-Store Combined Memory. When the 
computer is to be switched among all three modes 
(OPERATE-HOLD-Ie), a track-store combination 
must be used for effective storage. Figure 11 shows 
a circuit for the computer-mode-controlled opera
tion. 
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Figure 10: Bang-Bang Amplifier for Driving Relay 
Coils. As t ~ t l , the amplifier bangs from its nega
tive zero limit to a + 90 volts which is sufficient to 
activate the coi I directly. 

SYSTEM 
SIMULATION 

Figure 11: Real-Time Combined Track-Store Memory 
Circuit. 

II-f: Counting Circuit. For a simple counting sys
tem in which no repetitive operation is required, a 
single integrator circuit as shown in Figure 12 will 
suffice. At the expense of an additional amplifier, a 
more adaptable counting circuit can be constructed 
which can also be used for repetitive operation. 
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Figure 12: Simple Counting Circuit for Rea/- Time 
Operation. 

-100 

Figure J3: Two Amplifier Counting Circuit. In the 
first operate cycle, the tracking amplifier assumes 
the value of ~N. Since relay arm MOJ is in the nega
tive position, this value is stored by the storage 
amplifier during the reset time. During the next 
operate cycle voltage -Ni is added to -~N to obtain 
+Ni+l on the output of the tracking IIImplifier. The 

accumulation continues until Ni+l :: 100 -~, the 

value on the comparator which determines the num
ber of counts before resta rti ng. 



II-g: Curve Storage and Interpolation. For real
time curve storage, track-store amplifiers are too 
expensive, equipmentwise, to be useful for any but 
trivial problems. On the other hand, very simple 
schemes of multiple-point storage which use step
ping switches and passive capacitors for a memory 
have proven successful. One such technique was 
devised to solve a set of partial differential equa
tions in which three curves remain in storage while 
a fourth was being stored and a fifth was being read 
into the computer (3). Figures 14 through 17 present 
a brief summary of the circuits required. This 
technique requires only three amplifiers for storage 
and interpolation of a complete curve. More sophis
ticated switching arrangements and interpolation 
schemes (for instance, parabolic) would allow use 
of many more points, and would yield a smoother 
and more accurate curve reproduction. Whether or 
not this is justified is a function of the problem and 
the available equipment. 
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Figure 14: Multiple-Point Tracking Amplifier. A 
voltage to be stored is read from an amplifier output 
oy charging a capacitor placed in the feedback of a 
tracking amplifier. When the capacitor is switched 
out of the feedback at some instance of timet it re
mains charged to the value of the voltage to be 
stored. 
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Figure 75: Multiple-Point Readout Circuit . . A capacitor charged to the value of a voltage to be stored 
can be switched into the feedback of a high-gain ampl ifier whose output will then assume the value of 
the stored voltage. When ampl ifiers with output voltages corresponding to values on a stored function 
are connected to two adjacent taps of a padded servo potentiometert linear interpolation is obtained as 
the potentiometer arm is swept from one tap to another. 
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Figure 16: Multiple-Point Storage Circuit. Switching circuits connect appropriate storage capacitors to 
a high-gain amplifier for storage of voltages corresponding to points on a stored function. 
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Figure 17: Multiple-Point Storage Readout Circuit. A function with any number of straight-line approxi
mations up to the total available taps on a po' padder (17) can be obtained with only two readout ampli
fiers. Values on the curve between stored points are linearly interpolated due to the resistance of the 
servo multiplier potentiometer and the voltage gradient between taps. 
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SECTION III: HIGH-SPEED REPETITIVE OPERATION EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES 

III-a: General. The advent of accurate, high-speed 
repetitive operation equipment has made possible 
many new techniques and applications for the analog 
computer. Data- and curve-fittingproblems, bound
ary value problems, statistical studies, and the 
general problem area of model building by visual 
means have reduced trial and error work on the 
computer to a considerable extent. 

At the same time, the use of repetitive operation 
requires several equipment changes in the standard 
analog computer. It is no longer possible to use 
the electromechanical devices such as servo
multipliers, relay comparators, and the normal 
computer mode control relays commonly associated 
with the computer. These devices must be replaced 
by electronic equipment. In the same sense, re
qUirements for operation of track and store memory 
become more stringent. Tracking times and switch
ing times must be in the range of microseconds. 
Provisions must also be made for a simple method 
of returning to real-time operation since most final 
results will be plotted on an x-y plotter. 

A brief review of the equipment necessary for 
high- speed repetitive operation and for track- store 
at these speeds is essential. In particular, the 
following units and ideas must be defined: 

Rep-Op Drive (Master Drive): This unit produces 
a square wave voltage signal that drives the repeti
tive operation mode switches. When the voltage 
is negative, the computer is placed in the OPERATE 
mode; when positive, the computer is in the IC mode 
(See Figure 18). There is no HOLD mode, as such, 
in repetitive operation; this is the function of 
track-store units. 

+10 
RESET 

o -
0.....-

----i OPERATE ~ 
-10 

Figure 18: R.epetitive Operation Master Drive Sig
nal. Operate time is variable from 10 milliseconds 
to 80 milliseconds. Reset time for normal operation 
is 10 milliseconds. Thus, repetitive rates from 10 
to 50 cycles per second can be obtained. 
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Track-Store Master Drive: This device accepts 
the rep-op drive signal as an input and converts it, 
by means of suitable shaping and an adjustable time 
delay, into a bi-polar square wave for controlling 
track- store units under computer control. A nega
tive voltage occurring when the computer is in the 
OPERATE mode is used to control a track- store 
amplifier; a positive voltage occuring when the 
computer is in the OPERATE mode is used to 
control a store-track amplifier. 

Electronic Control Comparator: This component 
provides a means of controlling a track-store am
plifier from problem variables. Operation is such 
that when the sum of the two voltage inputs to the 
comparator is negative, the "track" output (labeled 
"-" in Figure 20) is negative and the store output 
is positive (labeled "+" in Figure 20). When the 
voltage summation becomes positive, the compara
tor output state reverses. 

Comparator Latch Input: In addition to the two nor
mal signal inputs, a third comparator' 'latching" 
input is provided to allow a control voltage (either 
from mode control signals or from problem vari
ables) to be used to insure a desired state of com
parator output. The latch signal necessary is 
approximately ±5 volts, and is only used for over
riding the other inputs after a condition is met. A 
positive latch signal produces a positive signal at 
the comparator "+" output and a negative signal 
at the comparator "-" output. A negative latch 
signal reverses the polarity of the comparator 
outputs. Note that the latch termination is not a 
preCision input, and should be coupled through a 
diode so as to insure that the comparator sensi
tivity is not affected. 

Track-and-Hold Gate: This unit performs the 
switching functions required for track and store 
operations, and is essentially a precision electronic 
ON-OFF switch with its mode being determined by 
the polarity of the voltage applied to its switch 
input, SW. 

Microstore Module: For programming flexibility, 
the Electronic Comparator and Track-and-Hold 
Gate described above have been combined into a 
modular group whose patch panel layout is shown 
in Figure 19. A simplified schematic of the switch
ing actions, and the associated circuitry for a 
high- speed track- store amplifier are shown in 
Figure 20 along with the computer symbol used. 
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Figure 19: Patch Panel Terminations for Track
Store Unit. Two Track-Hold Gates and one Elec
tronic Comparator are terminated in a single patch
ing area. The two normal comparator inputs are 
labeled Eland E2; the latch input EL . Termination 
"TP" is a tie point to simplify patching when 
several gates are to be operated from the same con
trol input. The comparator output appears in the 
second column and, as shown, represents the polarity 
of the control voltage when the sum of the voltage 
inputs to the comparator are negative. For normal 
track-and-store operation, the ampl ifier output is 
patched to C, the summing junction to S', and the 
grid to G. 
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Figure 20: Repetitive Operation Track-Store Unit. 
(a) Simplified schematic of the Track-Store Unit -
the unit is capable of accepting multiple inputs 
which enter the amplifier summing network on gains 
of 10 as does the feedback connection around the 
amplifier. The two switches are "down" for track 
operation; "up" for store operation. (b) Computer 
symbol for Track-Store Unit. 

Electronic Switch: One advantage of the modular 
arrangement is that it is possible to utilize the 
Track-and-Hold Gates as an electronic switch. 
Using two gates without the capacitor feedback, and 
an amplifier with lOOK input and feedback reSistors, 
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a solid- state switch may be realized for either 
repetitive or real-time operation. Figure 22 shows 
the connections required for sim ulating a single
pole, double-throw switch in one of two operating 
conditions, Le., selector or distributor (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21: Simulation of SPOT Switch with a Track
Holel Gate. (a) Sel ector Operation; (b) Di stri butor 
Operation. 
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Figure 22: Patching Connection for Simulation of 
SPOT Switch. (a) Selector Operation. If x + y > 0, 
e = -e .. If x + y < 0, e = -e· . (b) Distributor 
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Operation. Since the Track-Hold Gate is not in the 
amplifier feedback path, a reduced gain will result 
because the diode gate is not a perfect short-circuit 
when conducting. This error can be largely com
pensated for by a potentiometer in the feedback path 
of the amplifier. However, since the effective resis
tance of the gate is non I i near, the gai n can be made 
correct at one particular input level, but will be 
slightly in error for other input levels. 



III-b: Computer-Mode Controlled Track-Store. To 
obtain computer-mode control of the track-store 
amplifiers, the "track" (negative signal in OPER
A TE mode' ') output of the Track-Store Master Dri ve 
is connected to the SW connection of the gate, and 
the S', G, and C connections made to an external 
amplifier. If the complementary store-track oper
ation is desired, the "store" (positive signal in 
OPERATE mode) output of the drive is connected 
to the SW termination. 

Figure 23: Moele-Controlleel Track-Store Combina
tion. Two inputs are being summed in the Track
Store (T - S) unit and fed to the Store-Track {S - T} 
unit. 

III-c: Comparator-Controlled Track-Store. The 
normal comparator signal inputs are entered at the 
Ein terminations, while the outputs of the compara
tor connect to the SW terminations for control of 
the Track-Hold gates. The remaining connections 
are the same as those for computer-mode control. 
The computer symbols are shown in Figure 24. 

10 
'III--~ 

10 

'111 

05 

+ 
03 

(0) 

( b) 

Figure 24: Comparator-Controlleel Track-Store Com
bination . . {a} Amplifier tracks when the sum of the 
inputs to the comparator is negative {minus sign in 
gating block}. {b} Amplifier tracks when the sum of 
the inputs to the comparator is positive {positive 
sign in gating block}. 
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III-d: Track-Store Combined Memory. In high
speed repetitive operation, it is usually necessary 
to have a track- store combination memory in order 
to use stored values from one cycle to the next. 
This can be accomplished quite simply by the series 
connection of track-store and store-track ampli
fiers for either method of control (Figures 23 and 
24). In data-fitting problems, however, it is not 
always necessary to use the rapid reset qualities 
of the track- store amplifier. For these types of 
problems, the use of the latch voltage permits 
substitution of a normal integrator for the storage 
unit, thus halving the equipment requirement of 
track-store modules. This can be seen by the simple 
example shown in Figure 2. If the tracked voltage 
(curve A) is held during reset by latching the com
parator, its value (curve E) can be used as the 
initial condition on a normalintegrator. The circuit 
diagram for such a combined memory is shown in 
Figure 25. 

.in +ein STORED 

Figure 25: Circuit for Track-Store Combineel Memory 
Uneler Comparator Control. 

III-e: Counting Circuit (Accumulating Circuit) . The 
counting or accumulator circuit for repetitive op
eration is the same as the real time accumulator 
with the exception of the reset-to-zero circuit. For 
high speed operation, this function is performed 
by a gate placed in the feedback of the storage 
amplifier as indicated by the electronic switch (ES) 
symbol in Figure 26. 

ES 

+100 

+100 

Figure 26: Counting Circuit Using Track-Store Units. 
The operation of this circuit follows closely thot of 
the real time counter (Figure 13). 



III-f: Curve Storage and Interpolation. As previ
ously pointed out, curve storage with analog memory 
devices requires many amplifiers and a good inter
polation scheme to achieve satisfactory results. The 
basic approach is to use multiple track-store am
plifiers Wlder comparator control, and to sample 
the value of the fWlction at the desired points. Aside 
from the equipment requirements, this is easily 
accomplished. The problem arises in the interpola
tion between the points, especially when, as in a 
serial computation, the stored curves are being 
used to generate new curves in each cycle. Some 
simplified schemes have been used, but even at 
their best, care must be taken to avoid a large 
number of serial steps. 

If the curve to be stored is a fWlction of the inde
pendent variable and if its general shape is known, 
a Newton Forward Difference approximation can be 
tried. For the case of a polynomial, this would be: 

f(t) = a + bt + t(t-l) + dt (t-l) (t-2) 
c -2-1- 3! + 

For the case of an exponential curve, the equation 
would be: 

f(t) = a + b -t -t{t-l) d -t(t-l) (t-2) 
e + ce + e + ••. 

to 

f(t) 

f(t) to 0--_ 

f(t)'2 

f(t)t
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I 
I 
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Consider the case of the polynomial, and take the 
derivatives with respect to time. 

f' (t) = b + ~ (2t-l) + ~ (3t 
2 

- 6t + 2) 
2 6 

d 
fll (t) = c + "6 (6t-6) + •••••• 

fIll (t) = d 

The initial conditions (t=O) are: 

f (0) = a 

c d 
f' (0) =- + -

2 3 

fll (0) = C - d 

f"'(O) d 

+ .••••• 

The general technique in applying this difference 
formula is to take the value of f(t) at four evenly 
spaced points in time, store them, algebraically 
calculate the values of constants a, b, c, d, and 
then solve the preceding four equations with their 
appropriate initial conditions. This procedure is 
shown schematically in Figure 27. 

H(t) 

- f II. (t) 

Figure 27: Schematic of Newton Forward Difference Interpolation Scheme. 
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The values of a, b, c, and d are obtained by solving 
the polynomial at the various points; to, tl, t2, and 

t3· 

a = f(t>t = 0 

b = f(t) t = t - f(t) t = 0 
1 

The circuit diagram for this system is shown in 
Figure 28. 

Figure 28: Circuit for Newton Forward Difference Interpolation. Four storage points are used; initial 
condition constant. 
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SECTION IV: THE MEMORY LOGIC GROUP EXPANSION 

IV-a: General. Multi-speed operation, or the abil
ity to operate individual int.~grators or groups of 
integrators at different tirJ~ scales, is a natural 
extension of the concept of high-speed repetitive 
operation. Add to this the ability to perform the 
functions of analog storage, logic switching, gating, 
and counting--all at repetitive operation speeds-
and the analog computer becomes capable of even 
more advanced solution techniques. Sequential and/ 
or iterative solution schemes become both practi
cal and economical, opening additional problem 
areas to solution by the analog computer. 

Although the concept of multi-speed operationdoes 
not introduce any mathematicalfunctionsnotpossi
ble with a standard analog computer, it does in
troduce ideas and com p 0 n e n t s new to analog 
computation. In addition to the obvious stringent 
requirements placed on switching devices, the in
troduction of logic components forces a considera
tion of the "interface" between analog signals on 
the one hand, and the binary logic signals on the 
other. On the one side of the interface, electronic 
comparators serve to convert the sign of analog 
voltages to binary levels for the performance of 
logic operations. These logic levels, in turn, are 
converted to analog signals by electronic switches 
capable of changing the modes of integrators from 
IC to OPERATE, Track-to-StoreorStore-to-Track 
operation, by gating analog signals from one source 
to another, or by operating relays at slower rates. 
To further isolate the two types of signals and 
increase the programming flexibility, all logic 
signals are terminated on a separate, removable 
patch panel while analog signals are terminated on 
the standard analog panel. Such a system allows 
an almost unlimited flexibility in the control of 
the operation of analog components. 

Effective multi-speed operation of the analogcom
puter thus requires the follOwing functions: 

Integrator Time Scales: Anyone of 6 different time 
scales, over a range of from 10 seconds to 100 
microseconds, can be selected for integrators by a 
combination of patching and pushbutton control. 
Each integrator may be operated at a different 
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time scale, but all can be speeded up by a factor of 
from 10 to 1000 by pushbutton. Pushbutton control 
can be applied to all integrators simultaneously, or 
individually to three sectors. Since the feedback 
capacitors are paralled, speedup of the time scale 
can be performed during a run without loss of sig
nal. Patching terminations for the control of a single 
integrator are shown in Figure 29. 

Ie liS 0.1 .. 

a 0==0 
I I I \ , 

0==0---0 6 
Figure 29: Patching Terminations for Control of 
Integrator Time Scales. Logic signal s serving as 
drive-input to the electronic mode switch are patched 
to the Ie terminations (the switch is conducting,. i.e., 
Track mode when the signal applied is high). If an 
integrator is patched along the single dashed line, 
its "Fast" time scale will be.l sec; if patched along 
the double lines, its "Fast" time will be 0.1 sec; 
if patched along the triple lines, its "Fast" time 
wi II be 10 msec .. 

Analog-to- Logic Conversion: Electronic compar
ators convert the sign of analog voltages to logic 
levels suitable for use to drive integrator switches, 
relays, D/ A switches, latches on other compara
tors, and AND gates. Dual analog inputs appear on 
the analog board while outputs appear in comple
mentary logic form on the logio patch panel. Inputs 
to Track-and-Store gates are terminated adjacent 
to comparators associated with MICROSTORE 
units; relay driver inputs, adjacent to comparators 
terminated in the normal comparator area of the 
analog panel. Latch inputs are also provided, cap
able of overriding the analog signals, so that the 
comparator output state can be controlled from 
logic Signals. 

Electronic Mode Control: The operating modes of 
individual integrators can be controlled from logic 
signals by means of control terminations on the logic 
patch panel. This is in addition to the normal relay 



mode control. When the electronic switching is 
selected, a high (binary ONE) logic signal will place 
the integrator in the IC (Track) mode. 

Assigned Track-and-Store Amplifiers: Patching 
terminations appear on the logic patch panel to 
permit assigned summing amplifiers to be con
verted to track-and-store amplifiers. Logic inputs 
allow control of their mode of operation, I.e., track 
or store. Normal summer operation is not affected 
when they are not being used as track- store units. 

Digital/Analog Switches: These components pro
vide a means for switching analog inputs to ampli
fiers under control of logic signals. Each unit 
consists of a series-connected, gain 10 resistor 
and an electronic switch terminated on the analog 
patch panel. A high signal to the switch input lo
cated on the logic patch panel causes a voltage 
patched to the series resistor to be switched to 
the input of an amplifier, when the switched end is 
patched to the amplifier summing junction. 

Relay Coils: Drive inputs located on the logic 
patch panel permit logic signals to be used to con
trol the position of like-numbered DPDT relay 
contacts terminated in the normal comparator area 
of the analog patch panel. A high logic signal to the 
drive input causes the relay contacts to throw to 
the "+" position on the analog panel. 

Mode Relay Drivers: Drive inputs on the logic 
patch panel permit logic signals to be used to 
produce a voltage on the analog patch panel cap
able of driving up to ten (10) regular mode control 
relays. A high signal produces a 90 volt pulse 
returning to 21 volts; a low signal returns the 
control voltage to zero. 

Timers: A basic 10 KC square wave is provided 
for use to determine the basic interval from which 
synchronous signals for control of integrator 
switches and logic programs can be derived. When 
a Repetitive Operation Display Unit is provided, 
synchronized square waves of 250, 500, and 2500 
cp s are also available. 

Counter Drivers: A Master Drive and a Slave Drive 
are prOVided, each capable of generating rectangu
lar waves with controlled duration of each state. 
Complementary outputs are provided which are 
capable of driving all the electronically-switched 
integrators. Each counter can provide a change of 
state after 1 to 999 counts, then a change to the 
opposite state after 1 to 999 counts, alternating 
from then on. Initialization and reset of counters, 
and outputs to either state can be accomplished as 
a function of other logic signals by. appropriate 
patching. 
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AND Gates: These gates are provided with from 
two to four inputs and with complementary outputs. 
Each gate is capable of performing the fundamental 
logical multiplication operation, i.e., when all 
inputs are high, or unconnected, the output will be 
high. Conversely, if any of the inputs are low, then 
the output will be low. 

Programmers symbols for the units described 
above are shown in Figure 30. 

COMPARATOR 

MASTER 
TIMER 

MASTER TIMER 

D/A SWITCH 

A 

t 

x:=D--Gy 
y -Xy 

SLAVE 
TIMER 

AND GATE 

SLAVE TIMER 

Figure 30: Computer Symbols lor Multi-Speed Opera
tion Components. 

IV-b: Computer-Mode-Controlled Track-Store. 
MICROSTORE units are connected as described in 
Section IIT-b, except that switch inputs are driven 
from complementary output signals of the Master 
or Slave Timer Drivers (A or B in Figure 30). 
Assigned Track-Store amplifiers are connected by 
grounding the numbered tan terminals on the logic 
patch panel. Switch inputs are the same as for the 
MICROSTORE units. The complementary mode of 
integrator operation can be obtained easily for any 
integrator by applying the proper state of the output 
of the Master or Slave Timer Drivers to the drive 
input of its high- speed electronic switch (the elec
tronic switch has to be activated and a suitable 
time scale selected by patching). Thus, byomitting 
rate inputs to the integrator, it can be used to 
track-and-store or store-and-track a signal applied 
to the normal IC termination. 

IV-c: Comparator-Controlled Track-Store. Con
nections are the same as for mode-controlled 
track-and-store or store-and-track operation, ex
cept that the switch inputs are driven from the 



comparator logic output signals. The normal com
parator signal inputs are entered at the Ein termin
ations on the analog patch panel. The computer 
symbols for the MICROSTORE units are the same 
as those shown in Figure 24. The symbols for the 
assigned track-store amplifiers and complement
ary integrators are shown in Figure 31. 

Figure 31: Combined Track-Store Memory Under 
Comparator Control Using Electronically Switched 
Integrators. 

IV-d: Track-Store Combined Memory. Combined 
memory is easily accomplished by the series con
nection of track-store and store-track units for 
either method of control. The same comments made 
in Section III-d regarding the use of the compara
tor latch inputs also apply here. Note that compar-
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ator latching is performed much more easily and 
with greater flexibility with the convenientlyavail
able logic signals. 

IV -e: Counting Circuit. While it is possible to as
semble counting or accumulator circuits in the 
manner described in Section III-e and illustrated 
in Figure 26, a much more satisfactory arrange
ment is to use the Master and Slave Counters 
provided with the Memory and Logic System. For 
example, the Slave Counter might be set up to count 
the number of OPERATE cycles generated by the 
Master Counter and, at the conclusion of the num
ber of cycles determined by the thumbwheel con
trols of the Slave Counter, a logic signal could be 
generated which is used to force the output of the 
Master Counter to a desired state, thereby inter
rupting or suspending the cycling of the computer 
between modes. 

IV -f: Curve Storage and Interpolation. The com
ments made in Section III-f also apply to curve 
storage and interpolation with multi-speed opera:
tion. Note, however, that the availability of logic 
capability, combined with the flexibility of the sys
tem provided for multi-speed operation, permits 
the implementation of a variety of interpolation 
schemes. 



SECTION V: SOME GENERAL APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG STORAGE 

V-a: General. In a certain sense, there is no such 
thing as an "area of application" for storage de
vices anymore than there is an "area of application" 
for multiplication devices, functions generators, 
etc. They are simply the tools--the components in 
the computer--that permit solution of a problem. 
On the other hand, high- speed storage has opened 
up some areas of application of the analog computer 
that were not considered feasible before, and that 
will undoubtedly expand in use as newer and faster 
equipment is developed. Some of the areas in which 
storage is required or advantageous are summar
ized in this section. 

V - b: Data- and Curve- Fitting Problems. When ex
perimental data has been gathered on a process, 
and a set of mechanisms has been proposed, there 
are still several choices left to the analyst as to 
how he might best match the model and the data. 
The three most common methods are: 

(1) Visual matching in high-speed repetitive 
operation with manual adjustment of par am
eters. 

(2) Minimizing or maximizing some criterion 
by manual adjustment of parameters. 

(3) Using a criterion as above, with automatic 
parametriC changes. 

The choice of a particular technique will depend 
upon the nature of the problem, the amount of data 
(number of points or curves), and the number of 
unknown parameters. For a large quantity of data 
and many parameters, visual matching, at least 
initially, is the most profitable and requires the 
least equipment. Expansion to include some form 
of error criterion (e.g., least squares, or minimum 
fl £ I is quite easy when complete curves are avail
able, since these may be placed on a DFG, contin
uously compared with the model curves, and the 
error criterion displayed as an output. 

When the input information is a series of points, 
track- store units are employed to pick off the 
computer points for comparison. By using the latch 
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input to comparators in these cases, only one am
plifier is required for each point as seen in Example 
I. For many points, however, this is expensive in 
amplifier requirements. It is advisable, therefore, 
to consider drawing continuous curves from a num
ber of points and representingthemonaDFG when
ever possible. 

The techniques for making automatic parametriC 
changes are also more powerful when the experi ... 
mental data are a continuous curve. Most of the 
work in this area, however, has been done with 
sampled-data systems since the iteration tech
niques have been developed primarily for digital 
computer users. For such cases, the computer 
model curve is tracked, the proper point stored 
and compared with the experimental datum point, 
the error criterion evaluated, and the adjustment 
made in one (or sometimes more) of the param
eters. This is continued in a repetitive manner 
until the error criterion is satisfied. 

Most of the techniques for evaluating the error 
criterion and making changes in the parameters 
also involve use of track- store units. These will 
be seen more thoroughly in future discussion of 
automatic parameter evaluation techniques. 

V-c: Boundary Value Problems. Another class of 
problems that are often extremely important are 
those in which an initial condition must be guessed 
until a boundary condition is matched. The problem 
here is quite similar to the data-fitting situation 
already discussed, and the choice of manual or 
automatic techniques for solution is the same, 
except that an initial condition, rather than a prob
lem parameter, is varied until the error is zero. 
The use of a track-store memory, together with a 
simple iteration technique, does not usually require 
much equipment and represents a powerful tool for 
such problems. 

V -d: Stagewise Calculations. Many of the separa
tion operations in chemical engineering are calcu
lated in a serial or stage-wise manner. Here, the 
results of one calculation are required as inputs 
to the next calculation but the equations remain 



essentially the same. Typical of such processes 
are steady-state distillation calculations by the 
McCabe-Thiele or similar methods. On top of the 
basic calculation is often imposed the complexity 
of multi-component systems, and trial and error 
"guess-the-overhead-composition-and-see-if-the
bottoms-make-a n-overall-m ate ria l-b a I an c e" 
computations. The use of real-time storage with 
the analog computer for multi-component distilla
tion calculations is in the literature (2). The exten
sion to high-speed repetitive operation is anatural 
step, as seen in the simple binary problem of 
Example II. 

A word of caution should be given about the number 
of steps employed in a serial calculation with the 
analog computer. In the distillation example, the 
term (L/V) appears as a multiplier N times, where 
N is the number of plates. This is equivalent to 
(L/V)N, and represents a source of increasing 
error in the computation. For even a 0.1% error 
in the value of (L/V), there will be an error of 10% 
at the end of 100 plates. Consequently, every means 
must be taken to insure accuracy in such calcula
tions, and if po s sib I e, reduce the number of 
steps. 

V -e: Serial Solution of Partial Differential Equa
tions. Example III demonstrates the use of real
time storage for serial solution of the partial 
differential equations for composition transients in 
a fixed-bed ion exchange process. Various papers 
are also available describing techniques for higil
speed serial solution of the thermal diffusion equa
tion when the b 0 un dar y conditions have been 
simplified, Most of these problems are character
ized by their high degree of non-linearity, and 
consequent high non-linear equipment requirement s 
when parallel solution is attempted. In these situa
tions, serial solution presents a very attractive 
possibility; the repetition of circuitry is traded for 
a single basic circuit together with storage and 
interpolation requirements. The accuracy problems 
inherent in curve generation from point storage 
must be conSidered, but the overall approach is 
certainly desirable and necessary, in some cases, 
and represents an area in which storage can be 
used to good advantage. 

V-f: Multi-speed Computer Operation. A newfield 
of application of the analog computer is in the area 
of multi-speed operation. While the range of use
fulness of this concept is largely unexplored, there 
is no question that it will be expanded in the future. 
For such situations, many kinds of storage, operat
ing at different solution times, will be required for 
conversion from one time domain to another. 
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V -g: Optimization Techniques. Various kinds of 
storage are required for process optimization tech
niques, whether "on-line" in a plant or as a com
putation tool. The use of track- store memory for 
automatic parameter evaluation in model building 
has already been mentioned; a natural extension 
of the same idea is that of model optimization by 
automatic techniques in which process variables 
(temperature, pressure, etc.) are varied to satisfy 
an economic criterion. Both of the se require simple 
point storage. 

EXAMPLE I: Data-Fitting by Least-Squares Error. 

The results of a laboratory experiment yield the 
value of a function y(t) at several points in time, 
ti , as follows: 

t =0 Yo =0 
0 

t1 = 0,25 Y1 = 49.23 

t2 = 0,50 Y2 = 28.58 

t3 = 0.75 Y3 = 19.56 

t4 = 1.00 Y4 = 12.85 

A mechanism has been proposed such that Y(t) can 
be described as the difference between two exponen
tial decays: 

-at -bt 
Y = A (e - e ) 

where the value of A is known and constants "a" 
and "b" are the unknown parameters. It is desired 
to evaluate "a" and "b" such that ~IEI 2 is a mini-

i 
imum, where E = y(t) 1 - y(t)experimental . A sug
gested circuit diagram is shown in Figure 32. 

At the upper left in the circuit is the system circuit 
describing y(t) according to the assumed model. 
This value is fed into a series of 4 track- store 
circuits and compared with the experimental values 
of y(th. The output errors are squared and summed 
in amplifier #=07. Since, at the beginning of the 
operate cycle, all of these units are tracking, the 
errors E; and ~Efwill be large; hence amplifier 
#=07 must be limited. At time t1, the first track
store gate will lock on E1 at time t2, on E2t etc. 
until, at the end of the operate cycle, we have the 
correct value of ~E~. The function switch around 
amplifier #=07 allows1the operator: 

(1) In the "L" position, to obtain "ball-park" 
values of the parameters. 
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Figure 32: Circuit Diagram for Performing Data-Fitting by Least-Square Error. 

(2) In the "C" position, to amplify the least
square error output when the values of 
"a" and "b" are nearly correct. 

Following amplifier #07 is a store-track amplifier 
which will hold the value of the sum of square 
errors from the last cycle. Since this unit will track 
during the IC mode, the four comparator-controlled 
track- store gates must be kept in the "store" po
sition until the next operate cycle begins. This is 
accomplished by the latching circuit on the com
parators. The visual display of the least- square 
error line permits rapid and accurate data-fit
ting. 
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EXAMPLE II: Binary Non-Ideal Fractional 
Di stillation. 

Saturated liquid feed, containing 50 mole percent 
of the light component, is fractionated in a column 
containing 80 theoretical plates. The overhead con
tains 98 mole percent of the light component at a 
recovery of 95 percent. Assuming constant molal 
overflow, calculate the reflux requirement. 

For the total theoretical plates given, the calcula
tion procedure will be to guess a reflux rate and 
calculate down from the overhead composition 
(x = y ) until the bottom (n = 80) tray is passed. D 1 



The change in the material balance will be auto
matically switched in when the feed tray ispassed, 
i.e., when xn = xf. The calculated Xw bottoms com
position is compared with the value obtained by 
overall material balances, and the difference dis
played. A new value of reflux rate is then chosen 
until Xw is correct. 

V, Ya 

F,X, 

'''--------1 .. W, X w 

Figure 33: Schematic Diagram of Distillation Column. 

Summary of Equations 

Equilibrium: 

ax 
n 

y n = 1 + (Q!- 1) x 
n 

Q! = a(xn) a function easily obtained once the 
components are specified. 

Define 

K (xn) 1 + (Q!- 1) x ) 
n 

Then 

y = K(x ) • x 
n n n 

Material Balance Equations 

Top of Column (total condenser) 

:1 K(~1) [~ ~ + : ~]-X1 
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Plate "n" (above feed) 

:~ ~ K(:n{: xn-1 + : xD ]- xn 
Feed Plate 

dxf + 1 
de 

Plate "N" (below feed) 

dxN = _1 [L x W x ] _ x 
d e K(x

N
) V N -1 - V w N 

The circuit required for solving the material bal
ance and equilibrium equations for a single tray, 
plus the necessary storage amplifiers for the se
quential calculation of the total number of trays, is 
shown in Figure 35. Figure 34 shows a special cir
cuit used to generate the equilibrium function. 
Additional accuracy is obtained by approxirnating 
the function with a straight line and adding to this 
a calculated error term represented on a DFG. 

-lOO 

+100 

Figure 34: Special Circuit for Generating E qui/ibrium 
Function. 

EXAMPLE III: Analog/Digital Memory Applied to 
Fixed-Bed Transients* 

A digital memory channel is a device that will store 
a set of numbers. For analog solution of certain 
types of problems (i.e., partial differential equa
tions) , these numbers can represent successive 
values of a time variable as illustrated in Figure 
36. The original function c(t), shown as a solid 
curve in Figure 36, could be reproduced with satis
factory accuracy by linearly interpolating between 
the stored numbers n

1
, n

2
, etc, 

*This problem was performed by Mr. Roger Franks 
of the Systems Eng, Section, ESD, E.I. DuPont & 
Co., and is reproduced with their permission. 
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Figure 35: Circuit for Steady State Calculation of Binary Distillation. 

c (t) 

n 

Figure 36: Sampled Points in Time. 

For such solution schemes, the memory channel 
receives two signals from the analog computation 
circuits, namely, a time voltage and the time de
pendent value c(t). At preselected values of time 
(tl, t2, etc.), the memory will store the successive 
values of c(t). At the end of the solution run, it 
should be possible to drive the memory channel 
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with t (starting from t = 0) and reproduce the lin
early interpolated function c(t). In other words, this 
is the definition of an automatically-set function 
generator. A more generally useful memory for 
analog computation has the capability of storing a 
new function while at the same time reproducing 
a previously stored function (Figure 27). 

Figure 37: Functional Diagram of a Combined Mem
ory. Such a memory would consi st of two parts, a 
forward (F) and reverse (R) memory. The former 
stores the current result, c.(t}, while the latter re
produces the previou~ resuit, c. 1 (t). Transfer of 

1-
ci (t) from the forward to reverse memory can take 
place any time after c j -1 (t) has been used. 



The greatest value of such a device is where it is 
necessary to use the results of a previous compu
tation for a new computation, requiring rapid stor
age and reproduction of a function. The technique 
is applicable to a number of problems in chemical 
engineering, and especially to composition tran
sients through fixed beds (Kinetics, absorption, 
adsorption, diffusion, heat transfer, etc.). 

A typical example is a fixed-bed ion exchange pro
cess (Figure 38), where a solution containing a 
component A is passed through a fixed resin bed 

T 
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cltl 

Figure 38: Fixed·Bedlon Exchange Process. 

that will absorb the A component until the resin 
absorption capacity is exhausted. At this time, the 
effluent solution concentration of A will start to 
increase up to the maximum inlet concentrationAo. 
A mathematical model programmed for computer 
solution allows an investigation of the effect of 
va.rying the system parameters such as solution 
flow rate, bed depth, resin properties, etc .. 

Equations: The complete system is mathematically 
defined as a set of partial differential equations 
with three independent variables: time, axial length 
(down the column), and radial length (diffUSion into 
the resin bed). Considering an incremental length 
of the column, ~ Z, the conservation equation for the 
solution can be written as: 

dC S 
n * fVIlZdt = (Cn_1 - C

n
) - aD

L 
(C

n 
- C

n
) 

and for the resin particle diffusion (See Figure 40) 

dc1>n cI> cf> - cI> 
Il V = D (n-l - n) + n+ 1 n 

Rn dt R Il r Il r 

Interface equilibrium is defined as 

C* = f(cf> *) 

Where 

For solution 

S = Flow Rate 

C = Concentration 
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Figure 39: Unit Cross Section of Ion Exchange 
Column. 
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Figure 40: Resin Particle Diffusion. 

fV = Void Fraction 

D L = Diffusion Coefficient 

a = Surface in~Z 

Z = Column Length 

For Resin 

R = Radius of Particle 

cf> = Concentration 

V
Rn 

= Part Volumn 

DR = Diffusion Coefficient Slice. 

The analog program for one axial slice, AZ, and ten 
(10) radial segments is shown in Figure 41. The 
overall solution scheme for ten (10) axial O'C':";:."-'-""U.L 

is shown in Figure 42. Since 11 integrators are 
required for each axial slice, a total of 1 tate-
grators would be required for the Elntire which 
requires a rather large computer. 

Referring to Figure 42, it will be seen that since 
the program in each axial slice block is the same 
for all blocks, and since there is only one signal, 
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Figure 47: Analog Program for One Axial Slice of Ion Exchange Column Representation. 
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Figure 42: Overall Solution Scheme for Fixed-Bed 
Ion Exchange Process. 

c(t), passing forward to each block, the entire 
computation could be made by· programming just 
one block and passing the result of the computation, 
cl (t), to a memory channel. Resetting the analog 
circuits and starting again with this stored signal 
as the driving function, a new signal, c2(t) , is pro
duced which is in turn stored and used again; and 
so on. (See Figure 43). 

A typical result for an ion exchange column is 
shown in Figure 44. 
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Figure 43: Solution Scheme for Fixed-Bed Ion Ex
change Process Using Memory. 

This method would only require 11 integrators plus 
the integrators required for the memory channel. 
The main disadvantage of the method is that more 
time is needed to complete each run since the 
entire bed has to be computed serially, slice by 
slice. On the other hand, the method reduces con
siderably the amount of computation equipment 
required--in this case, a 75% reduction of inte
grators and a 90% reduction in non-linear equip
ment. 

Figures 45 and 46 show two schemes for a practical 
memory channel that can be put together for the 
analog computer, using components already avail
able, except the second example which uses a step
ping switch but eliminates 17 relays and amplifiers. 
The memory channel consists simply of a set of 
sample-clamp circuits operated sequentially by 



Figure 44: Typical Results of Ion Exchange Column 
Calculation. 
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Figure 45: Memory Channel Interpolation Scheme 
Employing Servo-Multiplier Tapped Potentiometer. 
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either operational relays or a stepping switch. In 
both cases, .the forward memory consists of a bank 
of condensers, while the reverse memory are the 
integrators. The linear interpolation is obtained by 
connecting the output of the integrators to the taps 
of a servo potentiometer, and driving the servo by 
the time signal, t. As soon as the servo potentiom
eter arm has passed a given segment, the forward 
memory capacitor can be discharged into the inte
grator. This double action explains the cross con
nection in the stepping switch bank and the double 
set of relay contacts in the relay-type memory. 

Both memories are programmed to be entirely 
automatic, such as cycling through each run, reset
ting, lifting and lowering the plotter pen on each 
run and so on (circuits not shown in Figures 45 
and 46). 

EXAMPLE IV: Multi-speed Operation as Applied 
to Control of a Chemical Reactor. 

A typical example of the use of multi- speed opera
tion is the study of the control characteristics of 
a tubular chemical reactor (Figure 47). Fluids or 
gases are reacting while flowing rapidly through 
the reactor, and the input flow rates and reactor 
temperature are adjusted as functions of the outlet 
concentration of some constituent. 
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Figure 46: Storage Channel Employing Special Switching Circuits. Messrs. W.S. Sloan and D.N. Miller 
(E.!. Du~ont deNemours and Co.), by their interest in this approach, have stimulated its development. 
The assistance of R.W. McClure and the Louviers Analog Maintenance Staff in the development of the 
device is gratefully acknowledged. 
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Figure 47: Schematic Diagram of Tubular Chemical 
Reactor. 

The reaction rate differential equations must be 
solved for a small volume of gas with certain inlet 
or initial conditions, to determine the outlet state 
of that typical volume of gas, If the conditions out
side of the reactor are to be solved in real time, the 
behavior of that typical volume of gas moving down 
the tube must be computed in a shorter time inter
val compared with the time required for the con
trollers or inlet conditions to make a slgnificant 
change. Thus, the reaction rate equations are solved 
at high speed, with the fast time, T, related to dis
tance, x, along the reactor by the gas velocity. V = 
xl T. The outlet conditions are sampled after each 
calculation and smoothed to form the inputs to the 
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controllers which are simulated in real time. The 
solution scheme used is illustrated by the diagram 
of Figure 48. 

A __ --.r=:-:-::=-,..-~L....." 

REAL TIME 
COMTROLLER 
SIMULATION 

~ I Hm.-

Figure 48: Solution Scheme for Investigation of Con
trol Performance of Tubular Chemical Reactor Utiliz
ing Multi-Speed Computer Operation. 
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